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Abstract

Method – con’t

Results – con’t

Discussion

The present study examined youth learners’ metacognition through youth
posting behavior on a social network forum (SNF), Edmodo, as well as the
facilitators’ influence on learners’ posts. Results indicated that learners posted
the following contents in a descending order of proportions: thoughts and
emotions, knowledge, social contents, learning, doing, evaluation, questions,
and planning, with a small proportion of metacognitive acts. The facilitators’
prompting questions solicited significantly more posting units from the youth
than postings of recognition and encouragement did. Implications for research
and practice are discussed to improve the usage of SNFs to elicit metacognition
among youth in similar science-learning environments.

Coding categories, definitions, and examples:
• Knowledge: description of certain principles, knowledge, reasoning, and
facts that backing up what they did, and why did they do that. For example,
“The European Farmers moved there where they lived and started farming.”
• Thoughts and emotions: personal opinions and emotions toward the
course contents. Normally contains adjectives indicating their emotion, such
as cool, fun, cute, sad, happy, interesting, or verbs such as like, love, plus
personal wishes. For example, “Great way to start a Monday and STEM in
February!”
• Social: encouragement to others, etiquette, or agreement without any
explanation, or just emotion words or symbols, as well as questions not
related to course contents. For examples, “yes yes”, “Thank you”, “I know
right”.
• Learning: explicit indication that something was learned; Normally the
sentence contains the word “learn” or “found”. For example, “Today I
learned compacitors are used to store electricity”.
• Evaluation: judgment of the quality and progress of their project, including
current situation, difficulty level of the project. For example, “Capacitors
are much simpler than a battery”.
• Doing: statement of activities conducted during the program period.
Normally contains verbs indicating their actions. For example, “We made
ferret towns”.
• Learner questions: learners asking content related questions. For example,
“WHY PRAIRIE DOGS!?!”
• Planning: actions to carry out in the near future, and it is more about
objective progress, however, it the sentence includes future tense, it will
likely be planning. For example, “Maybe next week with a new lid it will be
better.”

Research question 2: change patterns over time
• Thoughts and emotion - spanned throughout the whole program with peaks
at the beginning and the end
• Evaluation and doing - a small increasing trend
• Planning - minimal through out the program

Conversational style social network forum may not work as well as blog style
• Only a small portion of metacognitive acts displayed
• In conversation style SNF, people may expect others’ responses
• In blog style SNF, people could be more focused on reflection and writing

Coding
• 452 minimal meaning units
• Used Geisler’s (2004) verbal data analysis method
• Inter-rater reliability: a simple agreement of 81% and Kapa value of 0.74
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Conclusion and Implications
• Social network forum has great potential to explicitly show learners’
thinking process and metacognitive acts
• The analysis revealed a variety of contents from youth postings on a social
network forum, Edmodo
• Learners demonstrated basic learning, but the proportion of metacognitive
acts (i.e., evaluation and planning) was small
• Facilitators’ questions elicited significantly more responses than recognition
and comments did from learners
• Facilitators may use corresponding prompting strategies to elicit and
enhance evaluation and planning components in learners’ metacognitive acts

Results
Research question 1: Posting contents distribution – big portion of lower level
learning, small portion of higher level learning (Krathwohl, 2002)
• Thoughts and emotions (117 units, 25.88%)
• Background knowledge (116 units, 25.66%)
• Evaluation (34 units, 7.52%)
• Planning (7 units, 1.55%)
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Research question 3: Facilitators’ influence on learners’ posting

• Learners’ posting increased as facilitators’ did
• Facilitators’ questions elicited significantly more posting from learners than
recognition and comments did
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Research design
• Design-based science learning program, Save the Black Footed Ferrets, to
design and build an “off-the-grid” town
• To learn how the electricity plants and power transmission wires influence
natural environment, and how communities can produce and build storage
for local electricity
• 70-80 minutes each lesson once a week for 8 weeks
• 3-4 students work in groups
• Post ideas, questions, photos, and other related resources on a social network
form, Edmodo, with three facilitators
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Participants
• 30 middle school youth (5th to 7th grade; 14 male; 10 to 12 years old) and
• 3 adult facilitators
• From rural, low-income community in the US
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Research questions
1) What did the learners post on Edmodo and how much?
2) What were the change patterns of learners’ posts?
3) How did facilitators’ posts influence learners’ posting behaviors?
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• Informal afterschool learning environments offer many advantages,
increasing students’ engagement and interaction with the learning materials,
others, and environment (Bevan et al., 2010)
• Metacognitive ability plays a key role in any kind of learning environment
(Flavell, 1979)
• Design-based science learning environment Writing reflective journals is a
way to improve metacognition (Hawkins, Coney, & Bystrom, 1996)
especially when learners received support for reflection (Songer & Linn,
1991)
• Social network forums (SNFs) have great potential for facilitating learners’
reflection (Huang, Varnado, & Gillan, 2014)
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Metacognition prompting strategies need to be further investigated
• Facilitators’ instruction about posting and their prompting questions played
an important role in eliciting posting behavior and engage learners in
thinking and learning
• General standard questions and random specific questions work differently
on learners’ responses and both should be used
• The optimal frequency of facilitators’ posting need to be identified
• More effective metacognition prompting strategies are to be identified to
elicit and enhance students’ metacognition in learning
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